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Electromagnetic duality in dyonic RN/CFT correspondence
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The area law of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of the black hole suggests that the black hole should
have a lower-dimensional holographic description. It has been found recently that such holographic
pictures could be set up from the study of the thermodynamics of both outer and inner horizons for
a large class of rotating and charged black holes. For a four-dimensional dyonic Reissner-Nordstro¨m
black hole, its thermodynamics indicates that it has multiple holographic pictures not only the
electric and magnetic ones corresponding to the conserved electric and magnetic charges carried by
the black hole, but also the more generic ones generated by the SL(2, Z) transformations. We show
that this SL(2, Z) group originates from the underlying electromagnetic duality symmetry in the
Einstein-Maxwell theory. It turns out that the thermodynamics of the black hole not only encodes
the information of holographic pictures; moreover it could reflect the symmetries of the underlying
theory.
PACS numbers: 04.70.Dy, 11.25.Hf
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the central issues in quantum gravity is to un-
derstand the thermodynamics in black hole physics [1],
in particular the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of a black
hole [2, 3]. The entropy turns out to be proportional to
the area of the horizon of the black hole, rather than the
volume inside the horizon. This unexpected area law of
entropy posed a serious problem of how to count a black
hole’s entropy in a microscopic way. In the middle of
the 1990s, the entropy for a kind of extremal black hole
in string theory could be reproduced successfully for the
first time by counting the degeneracy of brane configu-
rations forming the black hole [4]. More precisely, the
microscopical entropy is encoded in a two-dimensional
(2D) conformal field theory (CFT), whose target is the
moduli space of the brane configurations. This kind
of counting has been generalized to the near extremal
and even nonextremal cases. One important lesson ob-
tained from these studies is that a black hole could be
holographically described by a 2D CFT.
In the past few years, the holographic 2D CFT de-
scription of usual four-dimensional (4D) rotating and
charged black holes which could not be embedded into
string theory in a simple way has been proposed and
tested [5, 6]. In this so-called Kerr/CFT correspon-
dence, people used completely different techniques, in-
cluding the asymptotic symmetry group analysis for the
near horizon geometry of extremal black holes [5], and
the hidden conformal symmetry in the low-frequency
scattering of a scalar off the nonextreme black hole [6],
to investigate the holographic dual of the black hole. As
these techniques have nothing to do with string theory,
they have been widely and successfully applied to the
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study of many kinds of black holes [7–11]. However,
for the generic nonextreme case, it is still not clear how
to determine convincingly the information of the dual
CFT, including the central charges and the tempera-
tures.
Very recently, new light has been shed on the black
hole/CFT correspondence from the point of view of
thermodynamics [12–14]. Surprisingly, it was found
that much of the information of the dual 2D CFT is
encoded in the thermodynamics of the black hole itself.
The key role is played by the thermodynamics of the
inner horizon, which has been ignored for a long time.
From the first laws of thermodynamics of both the outer
and inner horizons, one may compose the first laws of
thermodynamics of a right-moving sector and a left-
moving sector. It turns out that these two sectors differ
from the right-moving and left-moving sectors of dual
CFT only by a scale factor. The scale factor could be
determined from the first laws by considering the basic
“quantized” unit of perturbation. In such a way, much
of the information of the dual CFT, including the tem-
peratures and central charges, could be read out easily.
This method is remarkably effective, though intriguing.
It has not only reproduced successfully the holographic
pictures in well-established black hole/CFT correspon-
dence [12], predicted the holographic picture of doubly
rotating black ring [12, 13], but it also helped to clar-
ify the puzzles in Reissner-Nordstro¨m (RN)/CFT cor-
respondence [14].
In the application of the thermodynamics method to
set up the holographic pictures of the black hole, one
advantage is that it allows us to read elementary CFT
duals in a simple way, with each dual corresponding to
a conserved charge. Moreover, it allows us to gener-
ate more generic dual pictures straightforwardly. For
example, for the 4D Kerr-Newman case, there ia an el-
ementary J picture based on the U(1) rotation and an
elementary Q picture based on U(1) gauge symmetry
[8, 10], from which the more generic pictures could be
2generated by acting SL(2, Z) transformations on the
two elementary pictures. In this case, the SL(2, Z)
group originates from the modular group of the torus in
the uplifted five-dimensional (5D) metric [11]. However,
in some other cases, the origin of the transformation
group is not clear.
In this paper, we investigate the holographic pictures
of the dyonic RN black hole in 4D Einstein-Maxwell the-
ory, using the thermodynamics method. This black hole
carries both electric and magnetic charges. Correspond-
ingly, it has two elementary holographic pictures, which
we call the electric and magnetic pictures. Using the
first laws of thermodynamics, we may generate other
holographic pictures by enacting an SL(2, Z) transfor-
mation on the elementary pictures. Unlike 4D Kerr-
Newman or 5D Myers-Perry black holes, this SL(2, Z)
cannot be explained geometrically. Here we show that
it originates from the electromagnetic duality of the
Einstein-Maxwell theory.
II. DYONIC REISSNER-NORDSTRO¨M BLACK
HOLE
The dyonic RN black hole is a solution of the
Einstein-Maxwell theory with the action I = IEH +
IEM . IEH is the Einstein-Hilbert action
IEH =
1
16πG
∫
d4x
√−gR, (1)
and IEM is the action of the Maxwell theory in a curved
background
IEM = − 1
16π
∫
d4x
√−g
(
FµνF
µν +
θe2
2π
Fµν ∗ Fµν
)
(2)
with ∗ being the Hodge duality. We set c = ~ = 1,
G = ℓ2p, and use Gauss convention. To fully capture the
features of electromagnetic duality, we have included
the θ term in the action. We may combine the two real
coupling constants e, θ into a complex coupling param-
eter,
τ =
θ
2π
+
i
e2
. (3)
The metric of the black hole is of the form
ds24 = −N2dt2 + grrdr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2), (4)
with
N2 =
1
grr
= 1− 2GM
r
+
GQ2
r2
. (5)
Here M is the mass of the black hole, and
Q2 = Q2e +Q
2
m, (6)
with Qe,m being the electric and magnetic charges, re-
spectively. As there is no globally well-defined gauge
field for a dyon, we need to introduce two gauge fields
to cover the whole spacetime manifold:
AN,S = −Qe
r
dt+Qm(cos θ ∓ 1)dφ. (7)
The upper minus sign applies to the north half-sphere,
and the lower plus sign applies to the south half-sphere.
The horizons are located at r± = GM ±√
G2M2 −GQ2. The entropy product of the outer and
inner horizons is
S+S−
4π2
=
Q4
4
, (8)
which is mass independent.
There is electromagnetic duality in the action (2),
which could be recast as
IEM = − 1
32π
∫
d4x
√−gImFµνGµν , (9)
with Fµν = e(Fµν + i ∗ Fµν), Gµν = τFµν . Under the
SL(2, Z) transformation( G′µν
F ′µν
)
=
(
α β
γ δ
)( Gµν
Fµν
)
, (10)
with α, β, γ, δ ∈ Z and αδ − βγ = 1, the action is in-
variant. From G′µν = τ ′F ′µν it is easy to see that τ
transforms as
τ ′ =
ατ + β
γτ + δ
, (11)
which is the feature of the electromagnetic duality. Cor-
respondingly, the charges transform as(
e′Qe′
Q
m
′
e′
− e′Qe′ θ′2pi
)
=
(
δ −γ
−β α
)(
eQe
Qm
e
− eQe θ2pi
)
.
(12)
Due to Witten’s effect [15], the electric and magnetic
charges should be
Qe = Nee −Nm eθ
2π
,
Qm =
Nm
e
, (13)
with Ne,m being integers and transforming as(
Ne′
Nm′
)
=
(
α β
γ δ
)(
Ne
Nm
)
. (14)
It can be verified easily that the quantity
Q2 = Q2e +Q
2
m =
1
Imτ
|Ne − τNm|2 (15)
is invariant under the above SL(2, Z) transformation.
Therefore the dyonic black hole geometry (4) does not
change under the transformation of the electromagnetic
duality. In other words, the geometry is the solution
of different theories, which have different coupling con-
stants and gauge potentials but are related to each other
by the electromagnetic duality. This fact suggests that
the dyonic black hole could be studied from the points
of view of different theories, leading to different dual
pictures.
3III. DYONIC RN/CFT CORRESPONDENCE
The dyonic RN black hole (4) has the first laws of
thermodynamics at the outer and the inner horizons as
follows:
dM = T+dS+ +Ω
e
+dNe +Ω
m
+dNm
= −T−dS− +Ωe−dNe +Ωm−dNm. (16)
HereM is the mass of the black hole, and T±, S± are the
temperatures and the entropies of the outer and inner
horizons. Ne,m are two integer-valued charges related
to Qe,m through (13), and Ω
e,m
± are their corresponding
intensive quantities at the outer and the inner horizons.
As clarified in [14], the quantization condition is essen-
tial to set up the holographic dual without ambiguity
such that the integer-valued quantities Ne and Nm have
been used in the above relations. It could be proved that
the first law of the outer horizon always indicates that
of inner horizon under reasonable assumptions [12], and
if T+S+ = T−S− is satisfied, then the entropy product
S+S− is mass independent. For convenience, one can
define an entropy product function
F ≡ S+S−
4π2
, (17)
with F being a function of the charges Ne,m in our case.
After making the combinations [16–18]
TR,L =
T−T+
T− ± T+ ,
SR,L =
1
2
(S+ ∓ S−), (18)
Ωe,mR =
T−Ω
e,m
+ + T+Ω
e,m
−
2(T− + T+)
,
Ωe,mL =
T−Ω
e,m
+ − T+Ωe,m−
2(T− − T+) ,
we can rewrite the first laws of the outer and inner
horizons as those for the right- and left-moving sectors:
1
2
dM = TRdSR +Ω
e
RdNe +Ω
m
R dNm
= TLdSL +Ω
e
LdNe +Ω
m
L dNm. (19)
Keeping Nm invariant, i.e., considering the perturba-
tion of the type (dNe, dNm) = dNe(1, 0) from the above
first laws, we could get
dNe =
TL
ΩeR − ΩeL
dSL − TR
ΩeR − ΩeL
dSR. (20)
Now we can read the information of the dual CFT.
There are two remarkable facts concerning the above
manipulations:
1. SR,L in (18) are exactly the entropies of the right-
and left-moving sectors of CFT dual to the black
hole [16–20].
2. Keeping Nm invariant, we have the Ne picture;
i.e., the electric picture. There is the first law of
thermodynamics
dNe = T
e
LdSL − T eRdSR, (21)
with T eR,L being exactly the right- and left-moving
temperatures in the dual CFT [12, 14].
We assume that the CFT entropies could be reproduced
by Cardy’s formula
SR,L =
π2
3
ceR,LT
e
R,L, (22)
from which we may derive the central charges. It could
be shown easily that if F is mass independent then the
right- and left-moving sector central charges must be
equal; ceR = c
e
L [12]. We substitute S± = SL ± SR into
(17) and take variations on both sides of the equation
while keeping Nm invariant, and we get
∂F
∂Ne
dNe =
SLdSL − SRdSR
2π2
. (23)
From the above equation, using the first law (21),
Cardy’s formula (22), and the fact that ceR = c
e
L, we
find
ceR,L = 6
∂F
∂Ne
= 6eQeQ
2. (24)
These are the central charges of dual CFT in the electric
picture [21]. Similarly, we could keep Ne invariant and
obtain the Nm picture; i.e., the magnetic picture, in
which the dual CFT is of that the central charges
cmR,L = 6
∂F
∂Nm
= 6Q2
(
Qm
e
− eQe θ
2π
)
. (25)
The relation between the entropy product function F
and the central charges is remarkable. For more general
cases, there is always the relation [22]
ciR,L = 6
∂F
∂Ni
. (26)
Here Ni is one of the integer-valued charges appearing
in the first laws, and could be angular momentum, or
another conserved U(1) charge.
There is a simple way to understand the above el-
ementary pictures. Actually, the relation in (19) tells
us how the black hole responds to various kinds of per-
turbations. If we consider the perturbations carrying
only electric charges, or more precisely, (dNe, dNm) =
dNe(1, 0), the corresponding first law (21) gives us the
temperatures T eR,L and then the central charges c
e
R,L in
the electric picture. On the other hand, if we consider
the perturbations carrying only magnetic charges, say
(dNe, dNm) = dNm(0, 1), the first laws help us to read
the magnetic picture, in which the CFT is that of tem-
peratures TmR,L and central charges c
m
R,L. In general,
4we may consider the dyonic perturbations of the type
(dNe, dNm) = dN(a, b), with a, b being two coprime in-
tegers. Then, from the first laws (19) we could get
1
2
dM = TRdSR +Ω
N
R dN
= TLdSL +Ω
N
L dN, (27)
with the intensive quantities conjugate to the integer-
valued N being ΩNR,L = aΩ
e
R,L+ bΩ
m
R,L. Using a similar
method, we can easily get the dyonic picture, or (a, b)
picture, in which the CFT is that of the central charges
c
(a,b)
R,L = ac
e
R,L + bc
m
R,L. (28)
According to Be´zout’s lemma, for every pair of co-
prime integers a, b there exist other pairs of coprime
integers c, d such that ad − bc = 1. Thus, the (a, b)
picture CFT could be viewed as being generated from
two elementary (1,0) and (0,1) pictures by a SL(2, Z)
transformation:(
c
(a,b)
R,L
c
(c,d)
R,L
)
=
(
a b
c d
)(
c
(1,0)
R,L
c
(0,1)
R,L
)
,
(
a b
c d
)
∈ SL(2, Z).
In short, for the same dyonic RN black holes, there
are many holographic descriptions, labeled by a pair
of coprime integers (a, b). These pictures are based on
two elementary pictures and related to each other by
SL(2, Z) duality. Unlike the 4D Kerr-Newmann or 5D
Myers-Perry black hole, this SL(2, Z) could not be ex-
plained as the modular group of a torus. It has other
interesting and profound origins.
IV. SL(2, Z) AS ELECTROMAGNETIC
DUALITY
Using the electromagnetic duality, there is another
way of generating different CFT dual pictures. For a
given dyonic black hole, we could describe it in differ-
ent gravity theories; i.e., different Einstein-Maxwell the-
ories, which are related by the electromagnetic duality.
We begin with an Einstein-Maxwell theory describing
the black hole with the electric and magnetic charges
given by (13), then we have the elementary (1,0) and
(0,1) CFT pictures with the central charges given by
(24), (25). Let us change the Einstein-Maxwell theory
by an SL(2, Z) duality as described before:
τ ′ =
ατ + β
γτ + δ
,
(
Ne′
Nm′
)
=
(
α β
γ δ
)(
Ne
Nm
)
. (29)
Then we get a gravity theory whose (1,0)-picture central
charges are
ce
′
R,L = 6e
′Qe′Q
2. (30)
Note that there is no prime in Q2, because it is SL(2, Z)
invariant. From the transformation (12), we get the
central charges
ce
′
R,L = 6Q
2
[
δeQe − γ
(
Qm
e
− eQe θ
2π
)]
. (31)
Comparing those results with (28), we find that we
could get the same CFT picture by setting δ = a, γ =
−b.
We stress that (28) and (31) were obtained indepen-
dently from two apparently different methods. The for-
mer was derived from the SL(2, Z) duality of the CFT
theories, while the latter was derived from the electro-
magnetic duality of the gravity theories. However, it
turns out that the SL(2, Z) duality in (28) originates
from the electromagnetic duality in the gravity theory.
Let us consider the dyonic (a, b)-type perturbation with
(dNe, dNm) = dN(a, b) in the original theory. After the
SL(2, Z) transformations (29) with(
α β
γ δ
)
=
(
d −c
−b a
)
(32)
we have (dNe′ , dNm′) = dN(1, 0), which is just a (1,0)-
type perturbation in the “new” gravity theory. Conse-
quently, from the “new” theory’s point of view, we have
a (1,0)-picture of the central charges from (31), in an
exact match with (28).
Furthermore, the electromagnetic duality in the grav-
ity theory allows us to read the central charges by up-
lifting the solution to five dimensions. For a gauge po-
tential with both electric and magnetic charges, it is
not clear how to uplift the metric. However, using the
duality, it is always possible to consider the configura-
tion in a theory with only pure electric field. In this
case, the metric and gauge potential may be uplifted to
a 5D metric, from which the central charges could be
computed.
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we investigated the holographic pic-
tures of the four-dimensional RN black hole. It turned
out that electromagnetic duality plays a subtle but im-
portant role in setting up generic holographic CFT du-
als of the black hole. It allowed us to study the same
black hole background from different gravity theories,
and find different pictures related to each other by the
duality.
The notion of electromagnetic duality is new in the
context of 4D Einstein-Maxwell theory, but is well
known in string theory [23, 24]. The study in this paper
indicates that the duality in the holographic descrip-
tions of the black holes could be related to various du-
alities in string theory. It has been found in [25, 26] that
there are classes of black holes whose entropies could be
written as U-dual invariant forms. This suggests that
5these black holes should have multifold holographic du-
als [27]. It would be interesting to understand these
duals more clearly from a thermodynamics points of
view [28].
The thermodynamics of black holes has been well
known for almost forty years, but it still brings us new
surprise. It not only reflects the holographic nature of
quantum gravity, but also encodes in itself the infor-
mation of the holographic pictures and the symmetry
among them. It certainly deserves more intense investi-
gations from a microscopical point of view. We expect
that string theory may shed light on this issue.
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